
Intro to HTML – Part 2 of 2 
 

Linking 
To create a link whatever text you want to be link needs to be wrapped in an 
<a> tag. (see example below) 
 
<a href=”http://www.google.com”>Google</a> 
 
What the href above stands for is hypertext reference. The href tells the link 
to go to specific URL that you list. 
 
Images 
To insert an image you use the <img/> tag. Note: For image tags, much like 
break <br/> tags – they close themselves. 
 
<img src=”/images/logo.jpg” /> 
 
What the src above stands for is source. The source is your image source which 
would be to the document file path to your images which should be in an an 
images folder within your site folder. 
 

Lists 
List Items 
List items are the content areas within lists that hold your content, you can have 
as many or as little list items as you would like. List items are defined by the 
<li></li> tags. 
 
 <li>Home</li> 
 <li>VC 375</li> 
 <li>VC 475</li> 
 
Unordered Lists 
Unordered lists are primarily used to create navigations or bulleted lists of 
information on a website, they are defined by <ul></ul> and contain li tags. 
 
<ul> 
 <li>Home</li> 
 <li>VC 375</li> 
 <li>VC 475</li> 
</ul> 



 
Ordered Lists 
Ordered lists are used to create lists of items on a website that have an alpha or 
numeric prefix in front of them, they are defined by the <ol></ol> tags and 
contain li tags within them. 
 
<ol type=”A”> 
 <li>VC 375</li> 
 <li>VC 475</li> 
</ol> 
 
Tables 
Tables are used to help organize your website content, if you want to create 
multiple columns on a web page using floats once we get into CSS is the 
preferred method. 
 
Table tag  
The table tag holds everything in your table together and is defined by the 
<table></table> 
 
Table Body tag 
The tbody (table body) tag holds all of content together is defined by 
<tbody></tbody> 
 
Table Row 
The table row tag is a row of your table and is defined by <tr></tr>. Table 
rows can contain many columns through the use of td. The table row contains all 
of the td tags. 
 
Table Data 
The table data tag are the columns of your row where you will be putting in 
content. They are defined with the <td></td> tags. 
 
Headings 
Headings are used in the content areas of the website and range from largest to 
smallest. They are defined by the <h1></h1> up to <h6></h6> tags.   
 
What the h stands for is heading. The <h1> tag would contain the largest font 
and the <h6> would contain the smallest font.  



Usually the <h6> font size is comparable to the same size font as a paragraph 
<p> tag. You do not need to use all <h1> through <h6> for website headings, 
most website only use <h1> through <h3> or so. 
 
<h1>About Us</h1> 
 
Form Tags 
Form tags are used to create forms on your website using <form></form> 
 
Meta Tags 
Meta tags are used to list out descriptions and keywords on a website using 
<meta></meta> 
 
<meta keywords=”Cazenovia, new york, 13035, cazenovia college”></meta> 
 

Divs 
 
Div Tags 
Div tags are tags used to divide different elements on a website and are defined 
by the <div></div>. We use div’s for every area of our website: header, 
navigation, content areas, footer, etc. 
 
Div Class 
What we call a class is appended to the div (see example below). Classes are 
used for when we have multiple web page areas that need the same formatting 
and styling and can be applied to multiple sections of a single web page. 
 
<div class=”orange_text”>Heading 1</div> 
 
Div ID 
What we call an id is appended to the div (see example below). ID’s are used for 
when we want to uniquely define different areas of our websites and the same 
ID can only be used once per webpage. 
 
<div id=”header”><img src=”/images/logo.png”/></div> 
 
 
 
 



Wrappers / Containers 
Wrappers or Containers as some people call them are used to hold together 
ALL of your content on your website and to help center it once we get into CSS.  
They are defined by: 
 
<div id=”wrapper”>All of your content goes here.</div> 


